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• A novel method for combining developmental tree models with turbulent wind fields
 The tree geometry 

• is created from internal growth functions of the developmental model 
 The response model is simulated by SPH

• Tree models are
 (1) react in real-time to high-frequent changes of the wind simulation
 (2) adapt to long-term wind stress 

• such as branch breaking, bud abrasion and drying

• Interactive system 
 The user can adjust the parameters 

 The growth model, wind properties, resulting forces, and define the tree’s long-term response to 
wind

• Runs at interactive rates 
 for moderately large scenes composed of up to 20 tree models.

Abstract
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• Trees are complex systems that heavily interact with their environment

• Wind affects trees in many ways 
 All effects depend on wind duration and intensity as well as the actual exposure of the tree

• A tree at the edge of the forest will be affected much more than a tree that is surrounded 
by other trees or obstacles

 By using SPH for the wind simulation 
• to model wind fields realistically in real-time 

• account for the aforementioned local effects in the developmental process

Introduction
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• The acting forces 
 used to move the tree realistically 
 integrated over time to change the tree morphology during growth

• Wood is elastic at a young age, it becomes increasingly rigid over time
 Mechanical property of wood used to expressing tree response to the long-term stress 

caused by wind

Introduction
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• Figure 1 shows a 3D tree model (consisting of 15,600 graph vertices and 33,176 leaves) 
processed with our system
 the younger developmental stages of the input model (a) and 
 develop according to a prevailing wind direction (b) and (c)

• Our framework also handles environmental effects
 such as the breaking of branches (d) and the abrasion and drying of buds (e)

Introduction
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• Capturing and animating the morphogenesis of polygonal tree models
 Sören Pirk et al. / TOG 2012

Related Work
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Overview

• The input parameter sets for
 developmental tree model, the scene geometry, describing the wind emitters, their 

geometry, and their behavior

• In our framework, we use the tree model by Pirk et al. [2012a].
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• Our system represents a tree model as a skeletal graph 
 where V are the vertices and E the edges

• Given an edge ei and its corresponding vertices (vs, vt) a hierarchical relationship is 
produced, with vs being the ancestor of vt; one of the vertices is the root node: vroot

• Each branch is a chain of a varying number of edges C = {e1; e2; : : : ; eng within the 
same branching level; n denotes the length of a chain. 

Overview

Skeletal graph



Wind Simulation
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• A wind field can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations
 in our framework we use Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
 Particles are 

• trackable objects in 3D space

• implicitly adaptive since they move in the areas where calculation is needed

• The interaction of trees and wind fields is a two-way process
 When trees are affected by wind they create turbulence and
 Eddies in the wind field that can easily be integrated by the SPH approach

Wind Simulation
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• Each SPH particle has its position x and represents local physical quantities 
 such as density or pressure 

• The Navier-Stokes equations describe the acceleration ai of the i-th particle as the 
material derivative of the velocity

 which depends on the fluid’s density , pressure ( 5p),   , viscosity ( 52 v)
and external forces (g).

Wind Simulation

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
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• The quantities at a certain location are computed by summing the relevant quantities 
from contributing particles that lie within a certain radial distance
 The contribution of each j-th particle is weighted by a distance-based kernel smoothing 

function

• where A is the calculated quantity (such as density or pressure), 
• x the particle position, 
• m its mass, 
• ρ the particle density, and 
• W the smoothing kernel with kernel radius h

• The fluid development over time is computed by using Euler integration

Wind Simulation

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
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• Particle-based wind dynamics is easy to calculate collisions of particles with other objects

• Signed distance fields used to represent distance to obstacles
 We check collisions by looking-up the distance to the closest obstacle
 To perform fast distance tests we approximate complex (non-tree) objects with bounding 

volumes

• When a collision is detected 
 the distance field provides us with the distance of the particle to the closest point on the 

surface and the corresponding direction

• As a reaction to the collision, the velocity and position of the particle is updated

Wind Simulation

Wind Collision and Response



Tree Dynamics
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• We compute the dynamics of swaying tree motions with an approximate general force 
model for branching structures [Sakaguchi and Ohya 1999]

• If forces act for a longer time in the same direction, their results are transferred to the 
developmental model and affect the growth direction of the tree

• Additionally, we compute more complex effects such as the breaking of branches and the 
abrasion and drying of buds

Tree Dynamics
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• Measure the forces of fluid particles

• Distributed along the tree structure

• Allow for a two-way coupling of the 
tree graph and the wind field

Tree Dynamics

Sensor particles
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• We differentiate between sensor particles distributed along the edges and cluster particles
placed in the foliage
 To account for a different resistance of branches and leaves

• Both particle types allow us to quantify the passing fluid particles
 For edge particles we simply perform cylinder point tests 

• to instantaneously resolve the collision. 
 Fluid particles within the volumes of cluster particles receive a penalty force 

• simulating the interaction of wind and leaves

• approximate the tree structure by particles
• Similar to the methodology described by M¨uller et al. [2011]

 Each branch sensor particle has a cylindrical volume 
 Whereas cluster particles are represented by spheres

Tree Dynamics

Sensor particles
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• The tree is affected by the wind field that creates a force on the tree nodes and its 
connecting edges
 Integration of the forces causes the tree graph to move to a new position (Figure 3 (b))

• Trees have a large damping
 Due to internal wood characteristics and the air resistance of the leaves
 Modeled by damping forces D

• that are computed in every simulation step

 After the wind has gone, restoration forces R move the tree back into its original position

Tree Dynamics
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• A branch is modeled as a chain of edges
 where each edge e is a rigid link with the corresponding vertices E = {vs, vt}
 a vertex vt rotates around its parent vs. 

• When an external force hits a tree graph, 
 the edge movement is determined by computing the temporal derivative of the angular 

velocity ω of the edge, 
 which depends on the torque N and the moment of inertia I (rod):

• where m is the branch mass and r is the length of the edge e. 

 The actual values of the mass and length are calculated from the tree geometry 
• obtained from the developmental model in Section 6.3.

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• The momentum N is calculated as the cross product of the forces F acting on the edge and 
the edge vector e: N = F × e
 Edge vector is the vector from the fixed end to the center of gravity of the branch

• We compute the force F as

 where FW is the external wind force, 
 R is the restoration force of the branch to its resting position, 
 D is an axial damping force, 
 P is the back propagation force that propagates the forces acting upon the child branch to the 

parent branch and 
 L is a force term representing the drag of leaves. 

• To correctly transfer the forces back, the dynamics computation is performed recursively from 
the outer edges to the root edge

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• External wind force FW

 The wind model provides a velocity vector affecting the tree graph

 For the computation of the wind force we employ the aerodynamic drag equation

• where Sb is the normal projected area of the surface 
facing towards the wind,  

• σ is a drag coefficient (here approximated with a value of 0.6), and  

• ν is the external wind velocity

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• Restoration force R
 moves a deflected branch towards its rest position, relative to the parent edge 

 The force direction dr is the spherical direction to the rest position
 Its strength depends on the branch rigidity k and its angular displacement α :

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• Axial damping force D
 We model the damping as acting against the edge angular velocity ω, 
 proportional to the edge thickness coefficient μ:

 N = F × e
• momentum N
• edge vector e

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• The back propagation force Pi-1

 When a branch is deflected from its initial position, forces acting on a child branch are 
propagated to the parent branch

 To correctly transfer the forces back, the dynamics computation is performed recursively 
from the outer edges to the root edge

• where ki is the propagation coefficient of the force

• The ratio of child and parent branch thickness is

 where kc is the fixed propagation coefficient and 

 Thi and Thi-1are the thickness of the parent and the child vertex respectively

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• Leaf force L
 The influence of leaves in the force model
 compute it similar to the wind force Fw

• where Sl represents the approximate projected area of the leaf surface,

• the ν external wind velocity and 

• c a constant leaf coefficient 
 for representing leaf characteristics of different species.

Tree Dynamics

Tree Forces
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• A branch breaks when the acting forces exceed a certain level of stress
 Our branching structures do not provide the required physical properties of wood

• such as rigidity, stiffness, and hardness

• We compute the current stress σ acting upon an edge by

 with c being the coefficient of Young’s modulus E and the radius of the curvature R: 
c = E/R

 The radius of the branch is denoted by r and M is the bending moment: M = d×F, 
• with d being the direction vector of the branch and F the force of the wind model

 Described by Ennos and van Carsteren [2010]

Tree Dynamics

Breaking of Branches
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• We compute the maximum stress σmax a branch is able to compensate as being 
proportional to the branch thickness d and a material property p as

 Described by Cannell and Morgan [1989]

• A branch breaks when the current stress σ exceeds the maximum stress σmax .

Tree Dynamics

Breaking of Branches



Tree Response
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• Our approach allows capturing wind influence at two different time scales
 Animate tree motions induced by wind forces
 Compute long-term variations of tree growth 

• Our approach thus is a unified solution for tree animation and modeling

Tree Response
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• Coupling the wind field with the tree graph
 we use sensor particles attached to the tree skeleton to measure the influence of SPH 

particles

 Each of the particles exerts a force to the tree model and lets the tree move
 If integrated over time, 

• the average influence of particles is measured and 

• the sensor is able to deliver a stable force signal if the wind field is stable over time

Tree Response
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• The same two trees growing at the same speed with two different wind fields show a 
significant difference

• If the wind field changes its direction quite suddenly(unstable wind field), the model has a 
less clear direction than with a slowly changing wind field

Tree Response
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• The advantage of a particle-based wind model is ability to handle collisions
 (used for bud abrasion and drying) as well as lee effects (wind shadow)

Tree Response
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• A grown tree is swaying in a dynamic wind field
 The forces applied to the tree result in a dynamic motion of its branches that we call 

immediate tree response
 A vertex in its resting position xRP is pushed by wind in time t + Δt to its current position 

xCP (cf. Figure 6, (a),(b))
 As soon as the force stops the vertex moves back to its rest position xRP (elastic restoration, 

Figure 6 (c))

Immediate Tree Response
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• The time integration of a position
 The direction of an edge is given by

• where Θ and Θ’ represent the original and the new angular orientation, 

• ω and ω’ the current and new velocity and 

• α the angular acceleration α = dω / dt

Immediate Tree Response
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• In nature a tree is subject to plastic deformation when it is exposed to stress of a wind 
field for a long time
 The key idea is that a branch will not recuperate perfectly to its rest position xRP

 To capture the corresponding longterm effect we sample and integrate the occurring forces 
for the sensor particles on the tree graph

• Two stabilization modes (both applied in parallel)
 Dynamics Stabilization
 Growth Stabilization

Long-Term Tree Response
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• Dynamic stabilization allows structural changes to be modeled within a single 
developmental state(DS), by changing the rest position xRP

• The developmental position xDP

 the position to which the node 
would grow without the effect of wind

Long-Term Tree Response

Dynamics Stabilization
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• Growth stabilization accounts for the growth that affects the plasticity of branches
 Since elasticity gradually decreases as a branch becomes older and thicker, plastic 

deformation increases
 The size of the rest range decreases as the branch becomes more rigid
 At the same time, the developmental position(xDP) slowly moves towards the rest position 

(xRP)

Long-Term Tree Response

Growth Stabilization
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• We need to explicitly compute the rest range
 to maintain the structural properties of the tree model during development
 This range is computed based on a logistic function [Prusinkiewicz et al. 1993], 

• the normalized thickness Tn and the constant scaling factor r:

Long-Term Tree Response

Compute Rest Range

Standard logistic sigmoid function (from Wikipedia)
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• Our model is suited for real-time applications we adapted the approach of Pirk et al. 
[2012a]
 Which supports interactive computations while at the same time maintaining biologically 

plausible branching structures
 This model focuses on computing a growth animation 

• from a small tree towards the input geometry and 

• ignores environmental effects. 

• We extend the approach by integrating the growth adaptation

Developmental Models
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• An input tree model is analyzed and a skeletal graph is determined
 This graph is then used to interpolate branching angles and branch radii during the growth 

process

 The position of a vertex within a developmental state can be computed by

• where RLocal(Φ) represents the local rotation matrix and

• RProp(Φ) the propagated rotation matrix from the previous branch segments

• Φ is the rotation angle 

• vy represents the unit vector in the direction of the y-axis in a standard coordinate system 
and 

• Xm denotes the rest position and the current position in our model

Developmental Models
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• Wind may also hurt newly developed buds
 They may dry out due to heavy wind speeds or 
 be abraded due to contact between branches

• Both phenomena are well known to botanists since they influence the development of 
trees

Bud Abrasion and Drying

http://www.cactus-art.biz/note-
book/Dictionary/aaa_Dictionary_pictures/Apical_bud_dormant.jpg
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• In our simulation, buds are located on the youngest branches of the tree model

• We Account for the drying of buds
 by sampling the wind field at each bud and evaluate if the wind intensity exceeds a 

predefined user threshold
 If this is the case the bud dries out and after some time is marked as dead and eliminated 

from the simulation 

• Similarly, bud abrasion 
 is computed by counting the number of collisions of a bud with neighboring branches
 We define a bounding sphere around each active bud and use it to detect the number of 

collisions
 A bud is killed when the collisions reach a user-specified threshold

Bud Abrasion and Drying
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Bud Abrasion and Drying
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Bud Abrasion and Drying
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• We have implemented our system in C++ and OpenGL on a desktop computer with an 
Intel i7 processor at 3.4 Ghz and 16 GB RAM

• All results shown in the paper were rendered with an Nvidia Geforce 780 GPU in our 
framework

• We employed the geometry processing capabilities of an OpenGL 4.2 shader pipeline to 
render our models

Implementation
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• Our implementation of SPH depends on a number of parameters 
 such as the number of particles in total, emitted particles per second, and physical 

properties of particles such as viscosity, mass, rest density, and gas constant

• Moreover, the user can directly change the position of wind emitters 

User Interaction
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Result
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Result
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Evaluation
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Evaluation
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• We have introduced a method that combines tree developmental models with SPH for 
wind simulation into a single framework
 The simulated wind exerts stress on a tree model which alters the growth direction based 

on elasticity and mechanical properties of the wood

• Our framework generates tree shapes similar to those observed in nature, our 
implementation runs in real-time for single tree models and at interactive frame rates for 
moderately large groups

Conclusion
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• Our simulation is a complex system and as such it is sensitive to initial conditions
 For example, the sensor particles on each tree are associated with the vertices of the tree 

graph
 Moving these sensors to different locations could alter the results; 

• The effect of their location would be worthy of investigating as it could affect the 
computed forces

• Similarly, the size and position of the emitter also effects the shape of the tree

Limitations


